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Overview
The Player takes on the role of Frost, a well-decorated lieutenant of the
Denerim city guard who has been framed and convicted for the murder of
his partner. Frost has been sentenced to live out the remainder of his life
in Corin Tyr, a high-security prison tower outside the city.
However, soon after Frost is locked up, Corin Tyr inexplicably comes
under attack. During the ensuing confusion, a sentient Darkspawn named
Sok unlocks Frost’s cell and informs him that he has been summoned to
an audience with “The Master”. Frost must join forces with his fellow inmates to escape the prison and meet this mysterious “Master”.

Player Character
Name: Ser Frost
Race: Human
Gender: Male
Level: 1
Class: Warrior
Specialty: Sword and Shield
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Level Map

Introduction (Cutscene)
Frost (shackled) is escorted by two armed guards to an audience
chamber. Once there, Frost is thrown to the ground at the feet of the
prison warden, Balsamar. Frost accuses Balsamar of setting him up and
framing him for the murder. Balsamar feigns innocence and knocks Frost
out from a punch with a gauntleted fist. As Frost begins to lose
consciousness, Balsamar orders the guards to take Frost to his cell.
Frost regains consciousness inside his cell, which he shares with two
other NPCS – a male City Elf and a male Dwarf Commoner.

Player’s Cell (Area 1)
The Player can walk around the cell and talk to the two in-mates to learn
more about them. The Elf introduces himself as Ponzi, and is very
energetic and talkative. When asked, Ponzi claims to be in prison for
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“Embezzlement, Profiting from a Charity under False Pretenses, Medical
Malpractice, Bribery, Resisting Arrest, Assaulting an Officer of the Peace,
Absconding from Justice, Trespassing, Fraudulent Use of a Royal
Stagecoach, Destruction of Property, Vehicular Homicide, Resisting Arrest
(again), Perjury, Slander and Petty Theft.” He seems to take an instant
liking to Frost.
The Dwarf in-mate, Mungan, responds to all questions with one-word
answers (e.g. “Aye”, “Nope”). When asked why he is in prison, he
responds only with “Killin’.” Mungan remains aloof but seems to have a
begrudging respect for Frost.

Scripted Event (SE1)
After Frost talks to both in-mates, a series of explosions rip through the
prison, shaking the foundations and cascading the cell with stone and
dust. Down the corridor from the cell, a quick skirmish can be heard that
results in three men being killed.
Someone begins to shuffle down the corridor towards the cell, singing
softly to themselves and jangling a set of keys. They sound very pleased
with themselves. The cell door is unlocked and opened. Standing before
the prisoners is a small, sentient Darkspawn.
The Darkspawn introduces himself as Sok and informs Frost that “The
Master” has summoned him for an audience. When Frost presses for more
information, Sok claims that there is no time to explain and that Frost
must follow him to the upper floor if he wants to escape.
Given little choice, Frost decides to follow Sok, who scurries away down
the corridor out of sight. Ponzi and Mungan decide to accompany Frost
during his escape and become party members.

Party Members
Name: Ponzi
Race: City Elf
Gender: Male
Level: 1
Class: Rogue
Armour: Light
Speciality: Bow and arrow
Name: Mungan
Race: Commoner Dwarf
Gender: Male
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Level: 1
Class: Warrior
Armour: Heavy
Speciality: Two-handed Weapons (Axe)

Primary Objective
Escape the prison!

Hallway
Continuing down the corridor, the player comes across three dead
guards. Their bodies can be looted for basic Level 1 Armour and Weapons
for Frost, Ponzi and Mungan.

Toss’ Cell (T1)
The party comes across a cell protected by a magical barrier. Inside the
cell is a female Dalish Elf apostate. As the party approaches, she calls out
to them, asking for their help. She introduces herself as Barathona Toss
(Toss for short) and pleads with the party to let her come with them.
Ponzi concedes that while befriending magi is generally a dangerous
endeavour, more help would certainly be worthwhile. If Frost agrees to
help her (the Player has the option to decline), Toss explains that the
runes to disable the magical barrier can be found in the guard room
down the hallway.

Secondary Objective (Optional)
Help Toss escape.

Guard Room
Guard Room (T2)
Entering the guard room, the party is immediately attacked by three
guards inside. After defeating them, the party is able to loot their bodies
and the chests in the room for gold and healing potions. Frost also
discovers his City Guard Armour (Level 2) among the contents of the
chests, but he is unable to find his familial sword, Frostbite. If Frost has
agreed to rescue Toss, he also discovers the runes needed to open her
cell on the body of one of the guards.

Enemies 1 & 2 (E1 & E2)
Type: Guard
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Health: Medium
Armour: High
Weapons: Sword and shield
Abilities:
Shield Bash (10s cooldown) – hits the enemy with a shield stunning it for
1s.
Tactics: Guards stand in the front line and try to prevent the party
members from attacking the Archer. They attack the enemy closest to the
Archer and use Shield Bash to give the Archer time to escape.

Enemy 3 (E3)
Type: Archer
Health: Low
Armour: Light
Weapons: Bow and arrow, dagger
Tactics: Archers attempt to maintain distance from the party members in
order to shoot with their bow. They shoot at any enemy who is attacking
them, otherwise they attack enemy that is closest. If forced into melee
combat, Archers will draw a dagger and begin stabbing the closest
enemy. If the closest enemy is not actively attacking them (attacking
another target or stunned), the Archer will attempt to move away in order
to continue using his bow.

Hallway (optional)
Toss’ Cell (T3)
If Frost has agreed to rescue Toss and returns to her cell, he can use the
runes to disable the magical barrier. Toss then casts a fireball to melt the
lock on the metal door to free herself. Toss becomes the fourth member
of the party.

Party Member
Name: Toss
Race: Dalish Elf
Gender: Female
Level: 1
Class: Mage
Armour: Robes
Specialities: Primal, Creation
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Stairwell
Stairwell (T4)
Upon entering the open room at the end of the hallway, a group of four
guards descends the spiral staircase on the far side of the room. The
guard captain (Miniboss) is wielding a glowing blue sword, which Frost
immediately recognizes as Frostbite. The guards immediately attack once
they realize that the party are escaped prisoners. After the party defeats
the guards and Frost reclaims his sword, Sok appears at the top of the
stairwell. He urges them to hurry up and scurries back up the stairs. The
party ascends the spiral staircase to the next area.

Miniboss (MB)
Type: Guard
Health: Medium
Armour: High
Weapons: Frostbite (sword) and shield.
Tactics: The Miniboss uses Frostbite to slow the party members and
prevent them from getting to the Archers. He will attack the closest party
member to the Archers.

Enemies 4 & 5 (E4 & E5)
Type: Archers
See: Enemy 3 for details

Enemy 6 (E6)
Type: Assassin
Health: Low
Armour: Low
Weapons: Dual-wielding daggers
Tactics: The Rogue attempts to flank party members. He deals double
damage when he attacks from behind a target. He attacks the target with
the lowest percentage health.

Special Weapon
Name: Frostbite
Type: One-handed Sword
Level: 3
Special: Any enemy struck by Frostbite takes additional Frost damage and
their attack and movement speed is slowed by 10% for 3 seconds. This
effect can stack up to 5 times.
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Upper Level
Balsamar’s Chambers (T5)
Sok ushers the party to a room on the second floor. The room appears to
be the same audience chamber that Frost was taken to originally. There is
an open balcony at the back of the room, but only one main entrance
from the stairwell. Sok rushes to the balcony and looks around frantically,
muttering to himself about how “she should be here by now.” The party
members start to look visibly nervous, and they are interrupted by a voice
behind them. Turning, they see Balsamar (Boss) entering the room with a
contingent of guards. Balsamar seems eager to finally have a reason to
kill Frost and he orders his guards to attack. Although, Sok is not a
member of the party, he will assist the party during the fight.

Boss
Name: Balsamar
Type: Prison Warden
Health: Very High
Armour: High
Weapons: Two-handed sword.
Phase 1: Balsamar attacks along with 1 Guard, 1 Archer and 1 Assassin.
Phase 2 (triggered at 70% health): Calls in Reinforcements - 2 Guards,
2 Archers and 1 Assassin.
Phase 3 (triggered at 40%): Balsamar enrages, dealing twice as much
damage with each attack.
Abilities:
Inspire Troops (15s cooldown): Balsamar lets out a war cry, bolstering the
damage of all nearby allies by 20% for 3s.
Cleave (3s cooldown): Balsamar hits an additional enemy within 5 yards of
his initial target for 50% normal damage.
Tactics: Balsamar uses Inspire Troops on cooldown. He attempts to
position himself in a way to hit multiple targets at once with Cleave.
Balsamar will always attack Frost whenever he is a valid target. If Frost is
not a valid target (i.e. dead), Balsamar will attack the enemy with the
lowest remaining health.

Friendly NPC
Name: Sok
Race: Darkspawn
Gender: Unknown
Level: 2
Class: Rogue
Armour: Light
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Weapons: Dual-wield daggers
Tactics: Sok will attack the enemy with the lowest remaining health. Sok
attempts to flank his target. When attacking from behind, he deals double
damage.

Scripted Event (SE4)
Once Balsamar’s health reaches 25%, the fight is interrupted by a huge
fireball that destroys the ground beneath Balsamar’s feet, knocking him
away. Turning towards the source, the party sees a large dragon hovering
beside the balcony. Sok cheers and urges the party to climb aboard. As
the party members get on the dragon’s back, Frost looks back to see that
Balsamar’s body is no longer lying on the ground. The dragon takes off
and flies out of frame, ending the level.
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